Do you want to take part in the transformation of the media industry? Our professional software & services enable radio,
and in general, media customers to compete. Do you want to work in a global environment with a highly customer
focused and qualified team in a balanced work/life atmosphere? If so, apply to join us - now! We are strengthening our
Research & Development Team at our Munich location with a

Student worker / Internship (m/f) for Software Test
(6 months or more)

Your tasks







Support the team by assuring software quality for new features and maintaining current products
Support the Software Test by test driven as well as behavior driven implementation of software components
Perform manual and automated tests on the basis of test runs and explorative testing
Create test cases and perform test runs
Support test automation
Work as a part of a Scrum development team

Your profile







You have first experiences in one or more of the following topics:
o Issue-Tracking-Systems (e.g. Jira)
o Manual and automated Software Testing
o On or all C++/C#/.Net/WPF
Experience in Scrum and HTML5/Java Script is a plus
You act independently and you like to take over responsibility
You are creative and able to think outside the box
You are process oriented and eager to be part of a modern Scrum development process

If you are looking for a personal challenge in a growing international environment, you should not hesitate to send your
application to Rosemarie Mohr: join@davidsystems.com
About DAVID Systems
DAVID Systems is a leading international developer and supplier of end-to-end content production and distribution solutions
for broadcasters. The company, founded in 1991, is headquartered in Munich, Germany, and has a subsidiary in the United
States. We have long been known for our open, customizable and scalable software for individual workflows and third-party
integration. Our products are story-centric, providing journalists and broadcasters a smooth transition to a cross-media world
where they produce and deliver content faster, to more channels (e.g. DAB+, Web) and at significantly lower cost.
Public and private broadcasting stations worldwide (Arte in France, BR, SWR, MDR, RBB, WDR and Antenne Bayern in
Germany, ORF and Red Bull Media House in Austria, RTS, RTR, SRF, RSI and Radio Top in Switzerland, RTL 102.5 and
Südtirol 1 in Italy, Canal Sur in Spain, NRK, Sveriges Radio, P4 in Scandinavia, Metro Radio and Phoenix TV in Hong
Kong, NPR, WNYC and WAMU in the U.S.) etc. rely on our expertise and solutions. A global partner network ensures
local customer interfacing, while DAVID Systems’ Customer Solutions Group provides individual consulting, support and
training.
DAVID Systems GmbH | Erika-Mann-Str. 67 | 80636 Munich, Germany
Phone +49 (89) 540 139 0 | Fax +49 (89) 540 139 50 | join@davidsystems.com | www.davidsystems.com

